Block messages from a particular sender

Open an unwanted message from the sender you wish to block. Click on More, then choose “Filter messages like these”.

The FROM field should be filled in, click Create filter with this search (bottom right).

from:(unwanted-sender@creepers.com)

« back to search options

When a message arrives that matches this search:
☐ Skip the Inbox (Archive it)
☐ Mark as read
☐ Star it
☐ Apply the label: Choose label...
☐ Forward it to: Choose an address... add forwarding address
☐ Delete it
☐ Never send it to Spam
☐ Send canned response: Choose canned response...
☐ Always mark it as important
☐ Never mark it as important
☐ Categorize as: Choose category...

Create filter
☐ Also apply filter to 0 matching messages.

Learn more

Select Delete it, then Create filter. Messages from this sender will no longer reach your Inbox.